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Abstract
In this paper we give a method of constructing generalized Hessenberg matrices from
those of smaller orders, with a simple combinatorial justification. Making use of this
construction, we also prove that, for real n-vectors x and y whose components are ar-
ranged in nonincreasing order, x is majorized by y if and only if there exists a doubly
stochastic matrix A of order n with x  Ay whose support is permutation similar to a
direct sum of generalized Hessenberg matrices. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
The following n n (0,1)-matrix is called the lower Hessenberg matrix or
simply a Hessenberg matrix of order n,
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:
In [4], Brualdi and Shader generalized the notion of Hessenberg matrices as
follows. Let A  a1; a2; . . . ; an be an n n (0,1)-matrix and let
A0  A ak
eTk 1
 
;
where ek denotes the kth column of the identity matrix In of order n. The
n 1  n 1 matrix A0 is called the expansion of A at column k. An ex-
pansion of A at a row is defined similarly. A square (0,1)-matrix A is called a
generalized Hessenberg matrix if there is a sequence of matrices A0;A1; . . . ;At
such that A0  I1; At  A and Ak is an expansion of Akÿ1 for k  1; 2; . . . ; t. An
n n matrix is called fully indecomposable if it does not contain an s nÿ s
zero submatrix. By definition, we easily see that a generalized Hessenberg
matrix is fully indecomposable. Let A;B be square (0,1)-matrices of orders k
and m, respectively, and let r; s be integers such that 16 r6 k; 16 s6m. Let
Ar } Bs denote the matrix obtained from A B by replacing each of its
rows r and k  s by the sum of those two rows, i.e., let
Ar } Bs  In  Jr;ksA B;
where Jr;ks denotes the matrix obtained from In by interchanging rows r and
k  s and then replacing each of its diagonal entries by zero. If A is a square
(0,1)-matrix, then the expansion of A equals either of the matrices ATk } I11
or ATk } I11T for some k  1; 2; . . . ; n. Let Xn denotes the polytope con-
sisting of all n n doubly stochastic matrices. Let D  dij be an n n (0,1)-
matrix. D is said to have total support if for every pair of indices k; l with
dkl  1 there is a permutation matrix P  pij with pkl  1 such that P 6D,
where and in the sequel, for two real matrices A;B of the same size, A6B means
that every entry of A is less than or equal to the corresponding entry of B. Let
XD  fA 2 Xn j A6Dg:
Then XD is a face of Xn and every face of Xn is obtained in this fashion [2].
For a polytope } in a finite dimensional Euclidean space, let dim} denote the
dimension of }. While a generalized Hessenberg matrix has many properties in
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common with a Hessenberg matrix (see [1,4] for example), some property of a
generalized Hessenberg matrix is better or simpler than that of a Hessenberg
matrix. For example, dimXG6 nnÿ 1=2 for any generalized Hessenberg
matrix G of order n, while dimXHn  nnÿ 1=2.
Let Rn denote the set of all real column vectors with n components. For
a  a1; a2; . . . ; anT 2 Rn, let a # a1; a2; . . . ; anT denote the vector ob-
tained from a by rearranging the components in nonincreasing order. For x 
x1; x2; . . . ; xnT; y  y1; y2; . . . ; ynT 2 Rn; x is said to be majorized by y,
written x  y, ifXk
i1
xi6
Xk
i1
yi
for all k  1; 2; . . . ; n, where the equality holds if k  n. It is a well known
classical theorem of Hardy et al. [7, p. 47] that, for x; y 2 Rn; x  y if and only
if x  Sy for some S 2 Xn. For x; y 2 Rn with x  y, let
Xnx  y  fS 2 Xn j x  Syg:
Then Xnx  y is a subpolytope of the polytope Xn. This polytope is known to
contain doubly stochastic matrices of very special types [9]. In [1], Brualdi
investigated the structure of the polytope Xnx  y along with some other
properties of it. It is known that the set Xnx  y contains an orthostochastic
matrix [9], a uniformly tapered matrix [9], and a positive semidefinite matrix
[5]. For two square matrices A and B of the same order, A is said to be per-
mutation equivalent to B if there exist permutation matrices P and Q such that
PAQ  B. A is said to be permutation similar to B if there exists a permutation
matrix P such that P TAP  B. For a real matrix A  aij, the matrix S  sij of
the same size as A, defined by
sij  1 if aij 6 0;0 if aij  0

is called the support of A and is denoted by rA in the sequel. Recently,
Brualdi and Hwang [3] showed that Xnx  y contains a matrix whose support
is permutation equivalent to a direct sum of Hessenberg matrices, which proves
that x is expressible as a convex combination of n2 ÿ n 2=2 or less per-
mutations of y.
In this paper we show, with a simple combinatorial proof, that if A;B are
generalized Hessenberg matrices of orders k and m respectively, then
Ar } Bs is a generalized Hessenberg matrix for any r; s with
16 r6 k; 16 s6m. This gives us another way of constructing generalized
Hessenberg matrices from those of smaller orders. As an application of this
construction we also show that Xnx # y # contains a matrix whose support
is permutation similar to a direct sum of generalized Hessenberg matrices. This
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result can still prove that x is expressible as a convex combination of n2 ÿ n
2=2 or less permutations of y.
2. Generalized Hessenberg matrices
In the following we give a graph theoretical description of generalized
Hessenberg matrices. In the sequel, by a bipartite graph we mean one with no
multiple edges.
First let C be a bipartite graph with bipartition of vertices U ;W . Suppose
that U  fp1; p2; . . . ; pmg and W  fq1; q2; . . . ; qng, and let A  aij be the m n
(0,1)-matrix with the property that aij  1 if there is an edge connecting pi and
qj, and aij  0 otherwise. The matrix A is called the reduced adjacency matrix of
C, and C is called the associated bipartite graph of the matrix A. In view of the
above definition, we call the vertices pi’s and qj’s the row vertices and the
column vertices of C, respectively.
For a vertex v of C, let NCv denote the set of all vertices which are adjacent
to v in C. In the literature, the set NCv is called the neighborhood of v and each
of the elements of NCv is called a neighbor of v in C.
In this paper, we say that C is of order n if jU j  jW j  n, where, for a set S,
jSj denotes the number of elements of S. Suppose that C is of order n. We
extend C to a bipartite graph of order n 1 as follows.
Step 1. Pick a vertex v of C.
Step 2. Introduce a new vertex v0 and connect every vertex in NCv to v0 with
a new edge.
Step 3. Introduce another new vertex w and connect each of v and v0 to w
with a new edge.
Let C0 be the bipartite graph obtained from C after completing all of the
above steps. Then the order of C0 is n 1. We call C0 the expansion of C at the
vertex v.
Now, suppose that there is a vertex w with exactly two neighbors say v and v0
such that NCv  NCv0. We call such a vertex w a tie-vertex of C. The graph
obtained from C by deleting the tie-vertex w and one of the vertices v or v0, say
v0, and all the edges incident either to w or to v0 is called the contraction of C at
w. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, where C0 is the expansion of C at the vertex v and
C is the contraction of C0 at the tie-vertex w.
We easily see that if A is a reduced adjacency matrix of a bipartite graph C,
then a contraction (resp. expansion) of A is the reduced adjacency matrix of
the corresponding contraction (resp. expansion) of G. We call a bipartite
graph C a generalized Hessenberg graph if it can be achieved by a finite se-
quence of expansions starting from K1;1, the complete bipartite graph on two
vertices, or equivalently if it can be reduced down to K1;1 by a finite sequence
of contractions. It is clear that a bipartite graph is a generalized Hessenberg
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graph if and only if its reduced adjacency matrix is a generalized Hessenberg
matrix.
Lemma 1. For a generalized Hessenberg graph C, the following hold.
(a) C has no pendant vertex, i.e., no vertex of degree 1.
(b) If C is of order P 3, then no two tie-vertices of C are adjacent either to
each other or to a same vertex.
Proof. (a) is trivial since every generalized Hessenberg matrix is fully inde-
composable. (b) Let C be of order P 3, and let v;w be two tie-vertices of C.
Suppose first that v;w are adjacent to each other. Since v is a tie-vertex, it is
adjacent to some vertex p dierent from w. Since NCp  NCw and since w is
of degree 2, it must be that p is of degree 2 and NCp  fv; xg  NCw for
some vertex x. Contracting C at v gives rise to a generalized Hessenberg graph
of order P 2 with a pendant vertex, which is impossible (see Fig. 2). Thus v;w
cannot be adjacent to each other. Suppose now that v;w are adjacent to a same
vertex. Let NCv  fp1; p2g, NCw  fq1; q2g. Then, without loss of generality,
we may assume that p1  q1. Then w 2 NCq1  NCp1  NCp2 so that
Fig. 1. Expansion of a graph.
Fig. 2. Generalized Hessenberg graph with pendants.
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p2 2 NCw  fq1; q2g, implying that p2  q2. Since both v and w are of degree
2, contracting C at w again results in a generalized Hessenberg graph of
order P 2 with a pendant vertex v (see Fig. 3), which is impossible, and the
proof is complete. 
The following proposition is a straightforward consequence of the definition
of a generalized Hessenberg graph.
Proposition 2. Let C be a bipartite graph of order n with bipartition of vertices
fx1; x2; . . . ; xng; fy1; y2; . . . ; yng. Then C is a generalized Hessenberg graph if
and only if the following properties hold.
(a) For each i  1; 2; . . . ; n, there is an edge connecting xi and yi.
(b) There is a permutation r of f1; 2; . . . ; ng such that, for each k  2; . . . ; n,
the spanning subgraph on fxr1; xr2; . . . ; xrkg; fyr1; yr2; . . . ; yrkg has a tie-
vertex.
In the sequel, for two vertices u; v in a graph, we denote by u; v the edge
joining u and v.
Lemma 3. Every generalized Hessenberg bipartite graph of order P 2 has at
least two tie-vertices.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the order n of the bipartite graph. The
Lemma is true if n  2; 3, since the bipartite graphs in Fig. 4 are the only
generalized Hessenberg graphs of order 2 and 3, respectively, upto isomorp-
hism. So, assume that n P 4. Let C be a generalized Hessenberg graph of order
n. As a generalized Hessenberg graph, C is an expansion of a generalized
Hessenber graph P of order nÿ 1 at a vertex, say x. Let
NPx  fx1; x2; . . . ; xrg. Then C is obtained from P by adding two new verti-
ces, say y and z, and new edges x; z; y; z and y; x1; y; x2; . . . ; y; xr. Then
clearly z is a tie-vertex of C. We want to find a tie-vertex of C dierent from z.
By induction, P has two (possibly more) tie-vertices v;w. We show that either v
Fig. 3. Another Generalized Hessenberg graph with pendants.
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or w is a tie-vertex in C. In P, there are exactly two vertices p1; p2 adjacent to v
and exactly two vertices q1; q2 adjacent to w, and these vertices have the
property that NPp1  NPp2 and NPq1  NPq2.
Case (i): x  v. In this case, certainly, w is a tie-vertex of C.
Case (ii): x 2 fp1; p2g. First, note that fp1; p2g \ fq1; q2g  / by Lemma 1. If
the set NPp1 contains one of q1; q2, then the set contains all of q1; q2. For if say
q1 2 NPp1, then p1 2 NPq1  NPq2, so that q2 2 NPp1. Thus we have
either fq1; q2g  NPp1 or fq1; q2g \ NPp1  /. We may assume, without
loss of generality, that x  p2. Here again we show that w is a tie-vertex of C. In
C, w is still joined to both of q1 and q2 and to no other vertices. As is shown in
Fig. 5, we have, for i  1; 2,
NCqi  NPqi [ fyg if fq1; q2g  NPp1;NPqi if fq1; q2g \ NPp1  /:

Thus NCq1  NCq2, and it follows that w is a tie-vertex in C.
Case (iii): x 62 fv; p1; p2g. In this case, v is a tie-vertex in C. 
We are now ready to prove one of our main theorems.
Theorem 4. Let A,B be square (0,1)-matrices of orders k and m respectively, and
let r, s be integers such that 16 r6 k; 16 s6m. If A and B are generalized
Hessenberg matrices, then so is the matrix Ar } Bs.
Fig. 4. Generalized Hessenberg graphs of orders 2 and 3.
Fig. 5. Neighbourhood of qi
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Proof. Let C;P denote the associated bipartite graphs of A and B respectively.
Then both C and P are generalized Hessenberg graphs by the assumption on A
and B. Let
fx1; x2; . . . ; xkg; fy1; y2; . . . ; ykg and fu1; u2; . . . ; umg; fv1; v2; . . . ; vmg
be the bipartitions of the vertices of C and P respectively. We assume that xi’s
and ui’s are row vertices and yi’s and vi’s are column vertices. Since both C and
P are generalized Hessenberg graphs, there is an edge in C connecting xi and yi,
for each i  1; 2; . . . ; k, and there is an edge in P connecting ui and vi, for each
i  1; 2; . . . ;m, by Proposition 2. Let Cxr } Pus denote the bipartite graph
obtained from C [P by introducing the new edges xr; vj for all j; 16 j6m,
such that vj 2 NPus and the new edges us; yj for all j; 16 j6 k, such that
yj 2 NCxr. Then Cxr } Pus is the associated bipartite graphs of
Ar } Bs. So, to prove the theorem, it suces to show that Cxr } Pus is a
generalized Hessenberg graph. We proceed by induction on k, the order of C. If
k  1, then C  K1;1 and Cx1 } Pus is just the expansion of P at the vertex
us, so that Cx1 } Pus is a generalized Hessenberg graph as is seen in Fig. 6.
Assume now that k P 2. By induction, we can pick, in C, a tie-vertex v which
is neither equal nor adjacent to xr by Lemmas 1 and 3. Let NCv  fz1; z2g.
Then zi 6 xri  1; 2. Let C1 denote the contraction of C at the vertex v, i.e., let
C1  Cÿ fv; z1g. Then C1 is a generalized Hessenberg graph of order k ÿ 1.
Thus, by induction, we have that C1xr } Pus is a generalized Hessenberg
graph. Thus it follows that Cxr } Pus is a generalized Hessenberg graph
since it is the expansion of C1xr } Pus at the vertex z2. 
We close this section with a discussion about the number of 1’s in a gen-
eralized Hessenberg matrix. For a real nonnegative matrix A, let #A denote
the number of positive entries of A.
Theorem 5. For any n n generalized Hessenberg matrix G, we have
#G6 n
2  3nÿ 2
2
; 1
where the equality holds if and only if G is permutation equivalent to a Hessen-
berg matrix.
Fig. 6. The adjacency of x1; y1 and us in Cx1}Pus:
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Proof. The theorem clearly holds for n  1. Suppose that n P 2. Let G be an
n n generalized Hessenberg matrix. By permuting rows and columns, we may
assume that
G  X xk
eTk 1
 
;
where X  x1; x2; . . . ; xnÿ1 is an nÿ 1  nÿ 1 generalized Hessenberg
matrix and 16 k6 nÿ 1. Now by induction, we have
#G6#X   #xk  2
6 nÿ 1
2  3nÿ 1 ÿ 2
2
 nÿ 1  2 2
 n
2  3nÿ 2
2
and the inequality (1) follows. We now discuss the equality case. If G is a
Hessenberg matrix, then, clearly, #G  n2  3nÿ 2=2. Suppose, conversely,
that #G  n2  3nÿ 2=2. Then each inequality in (2) is an equality, and it
follows that #X   nÿ 12  3nÿ 1 ÿ 2=2 and #xk  nÿ 1, which im-
plies that X is the Hessenberg matrix of order nÿ 1 and xk is the nÿ 1-vector
of all 1’s. Therefore G is a Hessenberg matrix. 
3. Application to vector majorization
Let x  x1; x2; . . . ; xnT; y  y1; y2; . . . ; ynT 2 Rn be such that x  x #; y 
y # and x  y. For k  1; 2; . . . ; n, let
dk 
Xk
i1
yi ÿ xi: 3
Then dk P 0 for all k  1; 2; . . . ; n. If dk  0 for some k, the majorization x 
y is said to have a coincidence at k [8]. We now prove the following theorem
with the aid of Theorem 4.
Theorem 6. Let x; y 2 Rn be such that x  x #; y  y # and x  y. Then Xnx 
y contains a matrix whose support is permutation similar to a direct sum of
generalized Hessenberg matrices.
Proof. The validity of the theorem is clear for n6 2. We proceed by induction
on n. Assume that n P 3. Let x  x1; . . . ; xnT and y  y1; . . . ; ynT. If the
majorization x  y has a coincidence at k < n, then, certainly x1; . . . ; xkT 
y1; . . . ; ykT and xk1; . . . ; xnT  yk1; . . . ; ynT, and hence there exist A 2 Xk
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and B 2 Xnÿk such that x1; . . . ; xkT  Ay1; . . . ; ykT and xk1; . . . ; xnT 
Byk1; . . . ; ynT so that x  A By. By induction, the matrices A and B can
be taken such that both rA and rB are permutation similar to direct sums
of generalized Hessenberg matrices, and the theorem for this case follows.
Suppose now that the majorization x  y has no coincidence. Then we have
dk > 0 for all k  1; 2; . . . ; nÿ 1, where dk is the number defined in Eq. (3). Let
  dk  minfd1; d2; . . . ; dnÿ1g, then  > 0. Define x0  x1  ; x2; . . . ; xnÿ1;
xn ÿ . Then, clearly x0  y and this majorization has a coincidence at k. Thus,
by induction there exist A 2 Xk and B 2 Xnÿk such that x0  A By and both
rA and rB are permutation similar to direct sums of generalized Hessen-
berg matrices. Let
rA  PG1      GpP T; rB  QH1      HqQT;
where P ;Q are permutation matrices of orders k and nÿ k respectively and Gi’s
and Hj’s are generalized Hessenberg matrices. Let G  G1      Gp;
H  H1      Hq. Then rA  rB  P  QG HP  QT. Let a 
x1 ÿ xn  =x1 ÿ xn  2 and let
S 
a 0T 1ÿ a
0 Inÿ1 0
1ÿ a 0T a
24 35:
Then x  Sx0 and S 2 Xn because 0 < a < 1. Thus we have x  SA By.
Clearly SA B 2 Xn. Let
U 
1 0T 1
0 Inÿ1 0
1 0T 1
24 35;
and let R  P  Q. Then
rSA B  UrA  rB  URG HRT  RRTURG HRT:
So, to complete the proof, we need only to show that the matrix RTURG
H  P T  QTUP  QG H is permutation similar to a direct sums of
generalized Hessenberg matrices. Since P ;Q are of orders k and nÿ k re-
spectively, we see that RTUR  In  Jr;s for some r; s with 16 r6 k and
k  16 s6 n, where Jr;s denotes the matrix obtained from In by interchanging
rows r and s and then replacing each of its diagonal entries by zero. By si-
multaneously permuting row and columns of RTUR and of G H , we can
assume that r  1 and s  k  1, and see that RTURG H is permutation
similar to the matrix In  Ja;abG1  H1  G0  H 0, where a; b are the or-
ders of G1 and H1 respectively, and G0  G2      Gp;H 0  H2      Hp.
Since In  Ja;b G1  H1  G0  H 0  In  Ja;bG1  H1  G0  H 0, and
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since In  Ja;b G1  H1  G1a } H1b, the theorem follows from Theo-
rem 4. 
It is well known (e.g. see [2]) that, if D is an n n (0,1)-matrix with total
support, then
dimXD  #D ÿ 2n k;
where k is the number of fully indecomposable components of D. Suppose that
x  y, where x; y 2 Rn. Let S be a matrix in Xnx  y with the smallest
number of positive entries. Then certainly rS has total support and
S 2 XrS. Applying a basic theorem of Caratheodory (e.g. see [6]), asserting
that every point in a polytope } is expressible as a convex combination of
dim}  1 or less extremal points in }, we see that x is expressible as a convex
combination of #S ÿ 2n k  1 or less permutations of y, where again k is
the number of fully indecomposable components of S. Based on this obser-
vation, we propose the following naturally arising question.
Problem. Determine the minimum number pn such that x is expressible as a
convex combination of pn or less permutations of y, for any x; y 2 Rn with
x  y.
This problem is equivalent to determining the number
kn  maxlxy;
where lxy  minf#AjA 2 Xnx  yg and the maximum is taken over all
x; y 2 Rn with x  y. The smallest so far known candidate for kn is
n2  3nÿ 2=2, the number of 1’s in the n n Hessenberg matrix [3]. This fact
can also be assured by Theorems 5 and 6.
The number lxy can get smaller depending upon conditions on the vector y
as we see in the following theorem
Theorem 7. Let x; y 2 Rn be such that x  y. If two or more of the components of
y are equal, then
lxy <
n2  3nÿ 2
2
:
Proof. By Theorem 6, there is a G  gij 2 Xn and a permutation matrix P of
order n such that x  P TGPy and rG is a direct sum of generalized Hes-
senberg matrices. If rG is not a Hessenberg matrix, then we are done by
Theorem 5. Assume that rG is a Hessenberg matrix. Let x  x1; . . . ; xnT and
y  y1; . . . ; ynT. Suppose that yi  yj for some i; j with 16 i < j6 n. For a real
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number , let G  G Enÿ1;i ÿ Enÿ1;j ÿ En;i  En;j where Er;s denotes the
n n matrix all of whose entries are 0 except for the r; s-entry which is 1.
Then x  Gy for all values of . Let   minfgnÿ1;i; gnÿ1;j; gn;i; gn;jg where the
plus–minus sign is ‘+’ if minfgnÿ1;i; gnÿ1;j; gn;i; gn;jg equals either gnÿ1;j or gn;i, is
‘‘ÿ’’ if minfgnÿ1;i; gnÿ1;j; gn;i; gn;jg equals either gnÿ1;i or gn;j. Then G 2 Xn and
#G6#G ÿ 1, and we are done. 
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